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MAZDA Mazda3 / Mazdaspeed3  (2013) Report generated: 06/11/2012

This report contains province specific data. 

To see the data you MUST select your province Ontario  

>> HOW TO READ YOUR QUOTE

INVOICE MSRP

To buy or lease this vehicle from an APA approved dealer at
the members only price, call us at 416-204-1466. For faster

service, please have your membership number ready.

 

 Base Vehicle
Sedan GX Manual $15,165 $15,995

Sedan GX Manual with Air Conditioning $16,314 $17,395

Sedan GS-SKY Manual $18,373 $19,590

Sedan GT Manual $24,281 $25,890

Sport GX Manual $16,113 $16,995

Sport GX Manual with Air Conditioning $17,252 $18,395

Sport GS-SKY Manual $19,311 $20,590

Sport GT Manual $25,219 $26,890

Mazdaspeed3 Manual $28,131 $29,995

 Options
Sport Mode Automatic Transmission

5-Speed Sport Mode AT for GX, GS, GT

SKYACTIV-Drive 6-Speed Sport Mode AT for GS-SKY

not for Mazdaspeed3

$1,125 $1,200

Convenience Package

GX with Air Conditioning only
$938 $1,000

Moonroof

GS-SKY
$839 $895

GS-L Package

GS-SKY only; requires Moonroof
$1,313 $1,400

Touring Edition Package

GS-SKY only
$3,465 $3,695

Technology Package

Mazdaspeed3 only
$2,378 $2,535

Crystal White Pearl Paint $188 $200

 Other Charges (Ontario)
APA Member Mark-up Over Invoice Toronto $500 N/A

APA Member Mark-up Over Invoice Ottawa

Mazdaspeed3: FULL MSRP
$750 N/A

O.M.V.I.C Fee $5 $5

Ontario Tire Stewardship Fee $30 $30

http://apa.ca/HOWTOREADYOURQUOTE.asp
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Ontario Tire Stewardship Fee $30 $30

Administration Fee $0 Varies

APA Referral Fee $87 N/A

 Other Charges
Freight & PDI $1,695 $1,695

Freight and PDI (Mazdaspeed3) $1,795 $1,795

Federal Air Conditioner Excise Tax (Recovery) $100 $100

Click each appropriate box to calculate total price.

TOTAL DOES NOT INCLUDE INCENTIVES AND TAXES
Total $24,067 $24,915

 Incentives

Cash Purchase Incentive:

No Discount.

Finance Incentive:

Finance at 0.00/0.99/1.99/2.99/3.99% for 24/36/48/60/72-84 months on all

models. No Payments for 90 days. Contact dealer for more details. Ends

November 30, 2012.

Lease Incentive:

Lease at 1.99/2.49/2.99% for 36/48/60 months on GX manual Base

models. Lease at 1.99/2.49/3.29% for 36/48/60 months on all other models.

Ends November 30, 2012. 

 Additional Manufacturer Incentives

1) $500 Grad Award for recent graduates on Mazdaspeed3 models. $400 Grad

Award for recent graduates on all other models.

2) Owner Renewal Program: 1% deduction on Financing or Lease.

Contact dealer for more details. Valid until further notice.

 Additional APA Member Benefits for members in Ontario.

(Through APA Dealer/Broker Only)

For Toronto Only: Complimentary customer pick up for new car test drives, or

test drives at your home or office. Dealer Installed accessories - APA

members receive a 10% discount on parts at the time of vehicle purchase

only.

 Most Recent Lemon Aid Car Review For This Model

Above Average

What’s new

Mid-cycle remake including minor exterior and cabin styling updates. Revised

packages. SKYACTIVE super-efficiency system standard on GS models. Price

reductions of 700 to 1470$.
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reductions of 700 to 1470$.

Performance

The 2.5L four in the 3 GT is quick, quiet, smooth, flexible and pretty

parsimonious with fuel, especially on the highway. The excellent five-speed

automatic transmission shifts smoothly, responds eagerly to driver commands

and is geared to facilitate very relaxed cruising. The base 2L four powering

the GX trim level is a refined, economical performer. The SKYACTIVE high

efficiency system found under the hood of the GS model is hooked to a six-

speed automatic transmission that is reluctant to kickdown, and geared for

maximum fuel economy at the expense of driving pleasure. The

GS SKYACTIVE 3`s drivetrain lacks the eagerness of the other non-turbo

engines available in the 3. The turbo engine in the SPPED 3 delivers thrilling

perfomance. The 3`s carefully developed chassis handles sinuous backroads

with aplomb, refusing to lose its composure even when faced with sizeable

mid-corner bumps. This handling prowess does not come at the expense of

ride comfort, which has a pleasing resilience. If the 3 disappoints at all, it is

in its steering, which, while precise and nicely geared, is too light and lacks

feel. Strong progressive brakes.

The 3’s cabin is fronted by a dashboard stocked with clear instruments (which

can be partially blocked by the adjustable steering wheel) and straightforward,

logical controls. The cabin design is conservatively avant garde, and carefully

constructed from attractive components. The front seats grip occupants well

on twisting roads, but some APA testers found their padding too firm for total

comfort. Taller drivers may find the front seats have insufficient travel. Rear

seat legroom, just adequate for adults, is disappointing for a car in this

segment. Good trunk space on the sedan and good versatility with the

hatchback. Good audio quality. The 3 hatchback (Sport in Mazda speak) was

judged the best car in a three car APA comparison test that included the

Mitsubishi Lancer hatchback (rated a close second) and the Hyundai Elantra

Touring (rated a distant third).

Comments

Three mainstream engines, a 184 horsepoower four (GX), a 155 horsepower

four (GS) and a 2.5L four (GT), are offered in the 3. The MazdaSpeed 3 is

equipped with a 263 horsepower 2.3L turbo. Transmission choices include a

five-speed manual transmission or a five-speed automatic in the GX, a six-

speed manual in both the 3 GS, GT and SPEED 3, and a six-speed automatic

offered on the GS and GT. 

Pricing

The GS upgrade is great value but the range-topping GT is a bit overpriced.

The GX Convenience, GS-L and GT-E option packages are all exceptional

value. A GS-L has many of the features of the 2.5L GT, but with better fuel

consumption and a lower price. The hatchback body style (Sport in

MazdaSpeak), sells for $1000 more the the equivalent sedan. Agrément de

conduite et équilibre très proches de ceux de la Volkswagen Golf, au sommet

de la catégorie. Poor value leasing.

Reliability: All-new car distributed by a dealer network unfamiliar with the

product. Not rated. 

Disclaimer: We make every effort to keep information on pricing and incentives up to date. However, due to the lack of a centralized system for reporting

incentives in the industry, and changes on an almost daily basis, the information may not be current, particularly near the beginning of the month. APA assumes

no responsibility for any errors or omissions on this sheet.


